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Gurwin Jewish Nursing & Rehabilitation Center

WEEKLY UPDATE
Tuesday, March 23, 2021

5:15 PM

Dear Gurwin Residents and Family Members:

As you know, we are required by the NY State Department of Health to inform
you any time we have a new positive case of COVID-19 among our staff or
residents, as well as to provide weekly updates on the incidence of the COVID-
19 virus in our facility and our cumulative numbers associated with the
pandemic since its inception. We have no new positive test results to report
among residents or staff members.

Should a resident test positive, they are moved to our COVID-19 isolation unit,
where they are cared for for a minimum of 14 days and until a negative clinical
test result is received. Currently, we have one resident on this unit. Since the
pandemic began, we have celebrated well more than 200 recoveries; sadly, we
mourn 66 residents who were lost to the virus.

Since March 2020, 269 staff members have tested positive for the virus. Most
staff members who test positive are asymptomatic and found through our weekly
surveillance testing protocols. Regardless, any staff member testing positive is
required to quarantine at home for 14 days, and may only return to work after
receiving a negative clinical test result.

All units are on quarantine due to possible exposure, and remain on the same
schedule posted last week:
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Visitation
As you know, visitation has been on pause for more than a year, while we adjust
to new and changing regulations from the DOH. Currently, nursing homes must
go 14 days without a positive test result for either a staff member or resident
before allowing visitation; this has been a challenge for nursing homes across
the state, and as of yesterday, only 40% were able to allow visitation. Twice
weekly testing has been key in preventing the spread of the disease, but it also
makes it statistically improbable that we will go any length of time without one
positive result.

Like you, we are hopeful that visitation will begin soon. That said, we want to
remind you what "visitation" means under the current DOH guidelines:

visits will be scheduled and be held in a common area, unless this is not
possible;
residents and visitors will need to maintain social distancing of six feet;
Visitors are required to provide evidence of a negative COVID-19 test
administered within the last 72 hours if community spread is above 5%
(today, Long Island's positivity rate is 5.25%).

We continue to make plans for visitation, and will certainly keep you updated
over the next few days if it appears that visitation will begin soon.

Please be assured you will be promptly notified by phone if your loved one is
identified as a suspected or positive case of COVID-19, is on a floor which is
quarantined, or has any other significant change in condition. You will find past
Family and Resident Updates on our website at www.gurwin.org/family-
updates/ should you need to access them.

Please stay safe, and thank you, as always, for your support and understanding.

Sincerely,

http://www.gurwin.org/family-updates/

